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JULIAN ROSEFELDT DEEP GOLD NR 13 2013 2017

MAY 26TH, 2020 - AVAILABLE FOR SALE FROM GALERIE RON MANDOS JULIAN ROSEFELDT DEEP GOLD NR 13 2013 2017 BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPH

LIGHTJET PRINT 54 82 CM,
may 5th, 2020 - deep gold 2014 directed by julian rosefeldt crew details director julian rosefeldt country germany language portuguese 18 mins more details at imdb tmdb report this film share popular reviews rosefeldt is the guy who made manifesto 2015 with cate blanchett so i thought i d check this out to get in the mood looks good'

julian rosefeldt manifesto at the centre for the moving

November 14th, 2019 - julian rosefeldt manifesto at the centre for the much of the film takes place within the deep gold bar echoing the title of bunuel s film whose entry is framed in curtains hung to

julian rosefeldt artnet

May 8th, 2020 - julian rosefeldt deep gold 2013 2014 barbara gross galerie price on request julian rosefeldt soap sample v 2000 2004 saatchi gallery'

deep gold 2014 imdb

april 10th, 2020 - directed by julian rosefeldt with jule böwe franz hartwig ronni maciel antonio mesones deep gold is an homage to luis bunuel s surrealist masterpiece and at its time of creation scandalous film the golden age translocated to the roaring berlin 20

s,

'deep Gold Written And Directed By Julian Rosefeldt Watch

June 2nd, 2020 - Deep Gold Written And Directed By Julian Rosefeldt Watch The Full Video Here Julianrosefeldt'

'JULIAN ROSEFELDT S DEEP GOLD ACMIMANIFESTO ACMI

MAY 26TH, 2020 - DEEP GOLD READ POSTED ON 01 11 2015 DEEP GOLD 2013 SINGLE CHANNEL VIDEO DEEP GOLD IS PART OF AN ANTHOLOGY FILM THE SCORPION S STING THAT WAS INITIATED BY THE SWISS ARTIST DUO M M ROSEFELDT WAS INVITED ALONG WITH FIVE OTHER ARTISTS TO MAKE A WORK IN RESPONSE TO LUIS BUÑUEL S GROUND BREAKING 1930 S SURREALIST FILM L ÂGE D OR THE GOLDEN AGE'

julian–rosefeldt

April 19th, 2020 — julian rosefeldt born 1965 in munich is a german artist and filmmaker
Rosefeldt’s work consists primarily of elaborate visually opulent film and video installations often shown as panoramic multi-channel projections. His installations range in style from documentary to theatrical narrative. Berlin’s top collectors are opening their art-filled may 31st, 2020 — for one evening it will host a screening of Julian Rosefeldt’s film Deep Gold 2013–14 which explores the decadence of 1920s Berlin also that evening the German publishing house Distanz.

'Deep Gold Bobby Good

May 2nd, 2020 — Director Julian Rosefeldt Deep Gold 2013–14 is part of the anthology film The Scorpion’s Sting 2013–14 that was initiated by the artist duo M M S six artists or artist collectives were invited to work on Luis Buñuel’s groundbreaking and at the time scandalous film L’âge d’Or 1930 based on the original episodes Tobias Zielony Chicks on Speed M M S Keren Cytter

'Julian Rosefeldt Julian Rosefeldt Vivimos en una época

May 31st, 2020 — Si en L’âge d’Or 1930 el motivo del amour fou había servido para criticar la moralidad burguesa la iglesia católica y el establishment político en Deep Gold Julian Rosefeldt Múnich''

Return To Surreal Film Julian Rosefeldt Debuts In Istanbul

April 6th, 2020 — What came out under the eye of Rosefeldt was gold and that is partly the title of his earliest film shown for his first solo exhibition in Istanbul. An 18-minute black and white amoral romp of Rabelaisian human satire called Deep Gold 2013–14 on Golden Age thinking.

'Julian Rosefeldt Deep Gold N 9 2013–14

May 22nd, 2020 — Available for sale from Barbara Gross Julian Rosefeldt Deep Gold N 9 2013–14 B W Photograph Lightjet Print 60 90 cm''

Julian Rosefeldt In The Land Of Drought

Ron Mandos

June 3rd, 2020 — Galerie Ron Mandos Proudly Presents A Solo Exhibition By The Renowned German Artist And Filmmaker Julian Rosefeldt 1965 In His Films And Photographs Rosefeldt Creates A Highly Aesthetic Universe With Explicit Formal References To The History Of Cinema And Painting But At The Same Time Dealing With Important Social And Political Subjects'
cv julian rosefeldt könig galerie
May 20th, 2020 - könig galerie was founded by johann könig in 2002 and currently represents 30 international emerging and established artists mostly belonging to a younger generation the program's focus is on interdisciplinary concept oriented and space based approaches in a variety of media including sculpture video sound painting printmaking photography and performance'

installation views julian rosefeldt
May 29th, 2020 - rosefeldt's part the black and white film deep gold recalls a grotesque version of the golden age it functions as a fictional insert in buñuel's original movie in which the two protagonists played by lya lys and gaston modot try to fulfil their lust for each other but are constantly separated or disturbed by various obstacles'

film amp video works julian rosefeldt

depth gold 2013 2014 julian rosefeldt
June 3rd, 2020 - rosefeldt's part the black and white film deep gold recalls a grotesque version of the golden age it functions as a fictional insert in buñuel's original movie in which the two protagonists played by lya lys and gaston modot try to fulfil their lust for each other but are constantly separated or disturbed by various obstacles'

cate blanchett transforms for julian rosefeldt s avant
May 4th, 2020 - rosefeldt meanwhile was in the midst of research for deep gold his 19 minute 2013 tribute to bunuel's l age d or the 1930 edy that mocked bourgeois sexual conventions in scenes of lust'

julian rosefeldt imdb
June 1st, 2020 - julian rosefeldt director manifesto julian rosefeldt was born in 1965 in munich bavaria germany he is a director and writer known for manifesto 2015 the international 2009 and the creation 2015'

julian Rosefeldt Deep Gold My Art Guides
May 17th, 2020 - Julian Rosefeldt was born in Munich, Germany in 1965 and he lives and works in Berlin. The artist is fascinated by day to day reality and the stereotypes, clichés, and mindless repetitions that characterize popular culture since the mid-1990s. Rosefeldt has been

"julian rosefeldt manifesto film zur ausstellung film on the exhibition"

April 28th, 2020 - Julian Rosefeldt Manifesto 10 Februar 6 November 2016 Hamburger Bahnhof Museum für Gegenwart Berlin die Sehnsucht nach Manifesten ist ungeboren das zeigt Julian Rosefeldts Geb

"julian rosefeldt on vimeo"

May 12th, 2020 - Julian Rosefeldt is a member of Vimeo, the home for high quality videos and the people who love them. "julian rosefeldt deep gold kino der kunst 2015"

International petition

March 15th, 2020 - Julian Rosefeldt Deep Gold Kino der Kunst 2015 international petition

Allgegenwärtiger sexueller Energie überforderter Protagonist in den Nachtclub Deep Gold wo ihn eine Welt"

"manifesto by Julian Rosefeldt Official International Trailer Hd"

April 14th, 2020 - Julian Rosefeldt Manifesto Duration 5 50 Acmi Australian Centre For The Moving Image 23 972 Views 5 50 Manifesto

Las 13 Caras De Cate Blanchett Duration 3 12,

"arcolisboa 2020 highlights selections arts"

June 3rd, 2020 - Start typing and press enter to search art culture design"

"manifesto 2017 julian rosefeldt cate blanchett legendado pt br"

May 31st, 2020 - Cate Blanchett and Julian Rosefeldt Manifesto Tribeca Nyt Interview Duration 19 30 Set Mefree Remended for You 19 30 Manifest Season 2 Ny IC Con Trailer HD"

"julian rosefeldt"

June 4th, 2020 - Julian Rosefeldt Deep Gold Nr 3 2013 2017 56 x 84 cm each black and white photograph framed 6 6 2ap jro f 3 01 4 600 excl vat add to favorites remove from favorites enquire about this work"

"galería helga de alvear"

May 28th, 2020 - Deep Gold Julian Rosefeldt 16 02 17 06 05 17 Deep Gold 2013 14 is part of the anthology film The Scorpion’s Sting 2013 14 that was initiated by the artist duo M M. Six artists or artist collectives were invited to work on Luis Buñuel’s
JULIAN ROSEFELDT IMDB

PHOTO WORKS JULIAN ROSEFELDT


JULIAN ROSEFELDT DEEP GOLD N 7 2013 2014 AVAILABLE
MAY 30TH, 2020 - AVAILABLE FOR SALE FROM BARBARA GROSS JULIAN ROSEFELDT DEEP GOLD N 7 2013 2014 B W PHOTOGRAPH LIGHTJET PRINT 60 90 CM'

SHORT FILMS BY JULIAN ROSEFELDT AT THE HIRSHHORN MUSEUM
MAY 30TH, 2020 - DEEP GOLD 2013 2014 18 MIN JULIAN ROSEFELDT JOINED A TEAM OF FILMMAKERS TO OFFER A CONTEMPORARY TAKE ON LUIS BUÑUEL'S GROUNDBREAKING 1930 FILM L'ÂGE D OR THE GOLDEN AGE'

MANIFESTO 2015 IMDB
MAY 30TH, 2020 - DIRECTED BY JULIAN ROSEFELDT WITH CATE BLANCHETT ERIKA BAUER RUBY BUSTAMANTE CARL DIETRICH CATE BLANCHETT PERFORMS MANIFESTOS AS A SERIES OF STRIKING MONOLOGUES'

JULIAN ROSEFELDT DEEP GOLD BOOK 2016 WORLDCAT
MAY 8TH, 2020 - THE BLACK AND WHITE FILM DEEP GOLD IS A HOMAGE TO A SCENE FROM LUIS BUÑUEL'S SURREALISTIC CLASSIC L'ÂGE D OR 1930 JULIAN ROSEFELDT BORN 1965 IN MUNICH LIVES AND WORKS IN BERLIN TRANSPOSES THE EVENTS IN A NIGHTCLUB IN THE BERLIN OF THE 1920S IN WHOSE LARGE TOWN SURROUNDINGS DIFFERENT WORLDS INTERACT'

A CHAMELEONIC CATE BLANCHETT MATERIALIZES IN JULIAN
MAY 31ST, 2020 - JULIAN ROSEFELDT'S MULTI CHANNEL FILM INSTALLATION MANIFESTO 2015 SAW ITS WEST COAST DEBUT AT HAUSER & WIRTH ON OCT 27 JULIAN ROSEFELDT AND VG BILD KUNST BONN 2018 BY DEBORAH'

FILM SHORT FILMS BY JULIAN ROSEFELDT HIRSHHORN MUSEUM
MAY 31ST, 2020 - DON'T MISS YOUR CHANCE TO ENJOY A SELECTION OF SHORT FILMS BY BERLIN BASED ARTIST JULIAN ROSEFELDT WHOSE CRITICALLY ACCLAIMED WORK MANIFESTO 2015 HAS GAINED WORLDWIDE ATTENTION BOTH AS A FEATURE LENGTH FILM AND AS AN INSTALLATION AND IS THE ANCHOR TO THE HIRSHHORN'S CURRENT EXHIBITION UNDER THE SAME TITLE MANIFESTO ART X AGENCY SOME OF THE FILMS PRESENTED CONTAIN MATURE CONTENT'
may 19th, 2020 - rosefeldt's part the black and white film deep gold recalls a grotesque version of the golden age. it functions as a fictional insert in buñuel's original movie in which the two protagonists played by lya lys and gaston modot try to fulfill their lust for each other but are constantly separated or disturbed by various obstacles.

"text as pure thought and pure poetry"

julian rosefeldt on may 31st, 2020 - deep gold written and directed by julian rosefeldt watch the full video here julianrosefeldt it seems like someone writing a manifesto is heavily for or against something!

"julian rosefeldt deep gold 2013 2014 available for"
May 27th, 2020 - available for sale from galerie ron mandos julian rosefeldt deep gold 2013 2014 1 channel film installation hd definition black and white and sound

"julian rosefeldt deep gold 2016 leporello"
May 12th, 2020 - the black and white film deep gold pays homage to a scene in luis buñuel's surrealist classic l'âge d or 1930. julian rosefeldt b munich 1965 lives and works in berlin has transplanted the action to a nightclub in 1920s berlin a metropolitan setting in which different worlds interact."

"manifesto 2015 di julian rosefeldt video recensione"
March 6th, 2020 - manifesto di julian rosefeldt dal 23 ottobre al cinema distribuito da i wonder pictures trailer italiano s youtu be lrhnt25hxbi videorecensione a c'

"julian rosefeldt abebooks"
May 13th, 2020 - julian rosefeldt deep gold by julian rosefeldt and a great selection of related books art and collectibles available now at abebooks'

"deep gold paris photo"
March 17th, 2020 - deep gold julian rosefeldt 18 2013 2014 courtesy of galerie dirimart playing with the black and white aesthetic of silent movies deep gold is shot in a film studio with plicated camera movements and a sophisticated dramatic choreography.

"julian rosefeldt helga de alvear"
June 2nd, 2020 - julian rosefeldt deep gold 16 02 29 04 2017 deep gold 2013 14 is part of the anthology film the scorpion's sting
that was initiated by the artist duo m m six artists or artist collectives were invited to work on luis buñuel s groundbreaking and
at the time scandalous film l âge d or 1930 rosefeldt s part the b w'

'may 15th, 2020 - deep gold nr 13 2013 2014 julian rosefeldt and vg bild kunst bonn 2018,'